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The body styles of the range are:. All-wheel drive , which was last available in the 3 Series in ,
[9] was reintroduced for the E46 on the xi, xi and xd models. Following the introduction of the
E90 3 Series sedans in late , the E46 began to be phased out. In late , design work began under
chief designer Chris Bangle and continued into Chris Bangle and Dr. Production development
of the sedan took 24 months following design freeze and was 31 months from executive board
styling approval in to its start of series production in December The E46 sedan was unveiled via
press release on 11 November and was launched on the market at the end of April with
customer deliveries. Factory specifications are listed below. The electronic components in the
E46 are more integrated than previous generations of 3 Series, including the use of a CAN bus
system. The E46 M3, first introduced in October , was available with the 3. The M3's S54 engine
has a redline of 8, rpm. As with most M engines, the S54 has 6 individual throttle bodies , in this
case electronically operated drive-by-wire throttle. The engine featured dry sump lubrication as
its racing counterpart and bigger radiators. The stiffer chassis and suspension system were a
carryover from the race version. The car was lowered further than a standard M3 and featured
additional strut braces between the firewall and strut towers as well as between the right shock
towers. The redesigned front and rear fascias and the rear wing optimised aerodynamics. The
roof, the hood, the rear wing and front and rear fascias were made from carbon-fibre in order to
reduce weight. Notable changes made to the interior included leather Recaro bucket seats,
removal of rear seats and special M3 GTR sill plates. The Alpina "B3 3. In September , the
facelift LCI versions of the sedan and Touring were released for the model year. In March , the
facelift LCI versions of the coupe and convertible models except M3 were released for the model
year. The highest selling year for the E46 chassis was , when , vehicles were sold worldwide.
The Spec E46 cars are built to a standard with limited modifications, to create a level playing
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All parts are meticulously cleaned and inspected, the block is bored and precision honed with a
torque plate for more exact cylinder roundness, and pistons, bearings, oil pump, seals, etc. A
careful hand assembly and blueprinting gives you an engine we expect to outlast the original,
and at a substantial savings over a factory exchange engine. Bearings, cam gear bolts and
other parts updated during production by BMW are incorporated into our S54 rebuilds. Schrick
Camshafts. Schrick spends hours on the dyno developing unique ramp angles that generate
more power than the competitors. Ground from new chilled cast-iron blanks. S54 B32 M3 Street
Applications E46 Carbon fiber engine covers. E46 oil pan baffle for M52tu and M This baffle is
designed to keep oil surrounding the pick-up at all times. Under hard cornering and acceleration
loads this baffle keeps your BMW engine alive. It is inexpensive insurance against costly engine

repairs caused by oil starvation. It is easy to install, but does require some welding. It does not
fit Xi Models. Fits M50, M52, M54 in the E Stainless steel impeller with silicone carbide and
sintered carbon graphite internal seal. Includes o-ring seal. Sprint Booster makes your car's
throttle respond faster to your foot. Even if you have a 'sport' button, Sprint Booster will
quicken the throttle response time. It simply makes the throttle more sensitive, making the car
'feel' faster. Sprint Booster installs in minutes, and is easily removable. Plug-n-Play
performance! Adjustable ride height 30mm to 50mm and a 10 way manually adjustable shocks
compression and rebound give you total control over your M3's suspension. Kit includes front
struts, rear shocks, progressive rate main springs, tender springs and CNC machined spring
perches. Bilstein's patented Triple-C-Technology coating ensures long-lasting resistance to
corrosion. You can select your own rates or ask us for our recommendations. Anti-sway bar
packages are separate and sold below. Same features as the PSS-9 system but without
adjustable shock valving. The Bilstein B14 PSS kit features both coil over and standard
monotube gas shocks with performance-level valving, with application specific, progressive
rate coil springs. The solid aluminum spring seat and lock nut allows for precise adjustment of
the vehicle's lowered ride height from 30mm to 50mm, even while installed. This kit is ideal for
the driver looking to set a car's ride height for both looks and improved handling. Specially
valved high-pressure gas cartridges, threaded front struts, special rate front and rear springs
combine for great handling and an excellent ride quality, on or off the track. M3 lowers the front
1. Korman Roadsport Suspension System. For E46 M3 Includes Bilstein Heavy Duty front struts
and rear shocks, progressive sport spring set, 30mm adjustable front and Lowers the front 1.
Reduces chassis flex, improves road holding and feel. Adjustable Camber Plates-. Allows easy
on-car adjustment of camber and caster settings without the need to remove the strut assembly.
Comes with polyurethane upper bearing supports. Sway Bar Sets. Includes mounting hardware
and bushings. Spring Sets. As used in our Korman suspension systems. E46 , , coupe and
convertible Roadsport Springs- Lowers the front 1. Bilstein Front Struts. Bilstein Rear Shocks.
Brembo is the worldwide leader in the engineering, development and production of braking
systems and components for automobiles, motorcycles and commercial vehicles in the Original
Equipment, Aftermarket, Racing and High Performance market segments. By utilizing larger
calipers and discs, thermal capacity and brake torque are increased. Brembo Calipers have 4, 6
or 8 sequentially sized pistons and are available in black, red or silver. Brembo high
performance brake pads. Brembo billet aluminum brackets with aircraft quality hardware. The
6-Piston Monobloc Calipers come in several different piston bores based on the application.
These calipers are the stiffest cast caliper Brembo has made and they come in Black, Red or
Silver. High Performance Brake Pads included with the kit are suited for high end street use as
well as limited track application. Brembo engineering produces Zero-Off-Pedal Drag on rotors
from pads. Floating Disc design reduces heat and stress transfer to wheel bearings and hubs.
The 2-Pc Rotor Assemblies also reduce the un-sprung weight approximately 8 pounds per
corner for better handling, quicker response and better acceleration. Each Kit Includes:. Note 1:
Requires modification to steering knuckle. Slotted Brake Rotors. While nothing beats the
appearance of the cross drilled brake rotors, we suggest using the gas slotted versions for true
high performance and track use due to its superior wear rates and brake cooling. Our gas
slotted brake rotors have the gas slots milled to the wear limit for easy visual checks of brake
rotor wear. E46 M3 without competition package. Left front slotted brake rotor mm x 28mm S
Right front slotted brake rotor mm x 28mm S Rear slotted brake rotor mm x 20mm S Brake rotor
retaining bolt for the above front brake rotors Brake rotor retaining bolt for the above rear brake
rotors Front slotted brake rotor MM x 25mm S Rear slotted brake rotor mm x 22mm S Brake
rotor retaining bolt for both of the above brake rotors Front slotted brake rotor MM x 22mm S
Cross drilled Brake Rotors. Our cross drilled brake rotors are computer controlled cross drilled
with the wear holes chamfered to the wear pattern. E46 M3 with competition package brake
rotors. These brake rotors are cross drilled by BMW from the factory. Left front cross drilled
brake rotor mm x 28mm Right front cross drilled brake rotor mm x 28mm Left rear cross drilled
brake rotor mm x 20mm Right rear cross drilled brake rotor mm x 20mm Custom brake rotor
cross drilling. We can cross drill almost any brake rotor available. If your BMW is not listed,
please call for pricing! Ate Power Disc Rotors. Special factory gas slotting helps remove gas
and dust from between rotor and pad for increased braking performance. An inexpensive way to
upgrade your brakes. M3 Euro "Floating" Rotor. Slotted and cross-drilled high performance
rotor with aluminum center hat. For E46 M3 only. Korman High Performance Brake Pads. With a
compound giving a friction level up to. These brake pads will give you an impressive increase in
stopping ability with very minimum amount of pedal effort. Perfect for prolonged everyday
street driving while also being capable of enduring the most severe use without fade. These
brake pads are also very rotor friendly and have absolutely the lowest noise and dust levels

possible, far below O. Superb stopping power under heavy use. Great for occasional auto
crossing, solo events, off road events and rallies. Perhaps one of the overall best performing,
clean and quiet everyday high performance driving brake pads ever made. E46 M3. E46 Korman
Racing Brake Pads. Being able to maintain an average of a. With use of the latest ceramic
technology, the Carbon based semi-metallic materials allow the pads to absorb tremendous
amounts of heat and dissipate it at a very even rate, while at the same time insulating excessive
heat from calipers. When used with cast iron and steel alloy brake rotors, this compound
requires a minimal bed-in period. Throughout the entire heat range, the Carbon Kevlar material
will give extremely consistent modulation and predictability along with smooth release
characteristics up to the threshold. Another benefit of our compound is that even with the high
friction levels and broad temperature ranges, the unique properties of our compound allows the
rotors life to be extended to the maximum. This is one of the most rotor friendly racing brake
pad material ever built. Brake Pads are for racing only. Essential for driving schools and highly
recommended for all high performance driving. Provides stronger pedal, improved modulation
under hard brake usage. Eliminates expansion associated with rubber lines. Kit includes a full
set of lines. E46 Applications are DOT approved. E46 M3 Super Blue Racing Brake Fluid. A
non-silicone high performance dot 4 brake fluid designed for the extreme demands of motor
racing, yet perfectly suited for street applications. Sold in 1 liter cans. Super Blue. Dot 4. Dry
Boiling Point. Wet Boiling Point. Constructed of a pleated special cotton fabric with aluminum
screen mesh and wide rubber seals, it comes pre-oiled with a one million mile warranty. When
dirty, simply clean, re-oil and reinstall. These filters are a direct replacement for your factory
paper element. Through a combination of sound cancelation and absorption the straight
through design muffler offers a deep rich exhaust note on acceleration with a mild tone at idle
and cruising speeds. As well as increasing horsepower and torque! Following the factory layout
and mounting in the factory hangers allows for an easy do it yourself installation. E46 Touring
with single 4. Reduced backpressure and great sound. E46 M3 Sport Exhaust. Austrian made
system with quad 70mm tips, sporty sound. Improved performance and appearance. Ceramic
Thermal Barrier Coating. In salt spray testing where high temperature paints lasted hours, the
ceramic coating lasted over 5, hours. The ceramic thermal barrier finish also coats the inside of
the pipe. The thermal barrier will reduce under hood temperatures and testing has shown
horsepower gains due to combustion chamber stabilization and increased gas velocity. A great
option for show room stock racers who are not allowed headers. Precision machined on the
latest numerical control lathes to ensure the highest possible accuracy. Constructed of high
strength, heat treated aluminum, with a replaceable steel friction surface retainer by aircraft
structural bolts. The steel friction surface is stress relieved, Blanchard ground, precision drilled,
countersunk and heat treated. It is far superior to spray-on type friction surfaces and can be
replaced when needed. Kit comes with aluminum flywheel, anti-gall plate and flywheel bolts.
E46 M3 MM 10 lbs. Clutch Components. Modified engines and wider tires place an increased
load on clutch components. Heavier duty assemblies are recommended. We use only new
Sachs clutch parts-no rebuilt units. Korman Differential Rebuild. Differentials with normal wear
don't usually require the replacement of the ring and pinion gears. Our standard rebuild
includes complete disassembly, through cleaning, close inspection of all parts, replacement of
all bearings, seals gaskets, crush sleeve and lock ring. Includes meticulous attention to correct
gear lash, gear contact, precise pre-load of bearings and exact torque specifications. We expect
our rebuilds to last well over , miles. Note: UPS can pick up and deliver your differential at your
door! E46 M3 S54 Stock Rebuild The high quality parts and rebuilding techniques we offer in
our performance engines are also used in our stock rebuilds. Ate Power Disc Rotors Special
factory gas slotting helps remove gas and dust from between rotor and pad for increased
braking performance. Another inherent characteristic of our Carbon Kevlar material is how
quickly the pads warm up to race temperature which is quite helpful during restarts, and when
track time is limited. JB Racing Aluminum Flywheels Precision machined on the latest
numerical control lathes to ensure the highest possible accuracy. Kit comes with aluminum
flywheel, anti-gall plate and flywheel bolts E46 M3 MM 10 lbs. About Us. Cam Lift Valve Lift. S54
B32 M3 Street Applications. Schrick Rocker Arm. Schrick Valve Spring. Upper Retainer. Lower
Retainer. Vanos must be disabled. M54 i, i Street Applications. Cam Lift. This is the perfect way
to clean up your BMW E46 engine bay. Our engine bay covers are made to fit snugly along both
sides of the cabin air filter unit using the factory fender bolt as a mounting point. You can
modify your factory hood seals or utilize the included edge seal. Comes painted satin black to
match factory finish. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary f
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or the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics,
ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure
user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Status Gruppe. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. No products in the cart.

